Andrew Sell is founder of Hipcycle, an e-commerce company that offers upcycled products. Upcycling is the process of taking materials that would otherwise end up in a landfill and using them to create new products. In addition to being environmentally friendly, Hipcycle offers products that are attractive, stylish, durable, and price-competitive with similar traditional goods. The goal is to bring a wide array of beautiful and useful products – that also happen to be green – to mainstream consumers.

Having started his career working with the Job Corps, Andrew has always carried with him the belief that social and economic goals can mutually coexist. After the Job Corps, Andrew joined IHS International and worked in China, managing projects for clients in a wide range of industries, including hospitality, aviation, energy, agriculture, maritime, and the environment. He was part of the team that organized China’s first major environmental conference in 1996. Andrew has also worked as the vice president of business development at LogistiCare, a $375 million privately held non-emergency medical transportation manager.

Andrew earned a BA in Government from Georgetown University, and an MBA from Goizueta Business School at Emory University. He served as President of Goizueta’s Net Impact Chapter.

*This charge does not apply to FDU faculty, administration, matriculated students, current employees of ISE/CHRMS Corporate Partner companies or ISE/CHRMS “Breakfast” Partners.

Non-partners are subject to the $40/$25 admittance fee if they register and do not attend without cancelling before Oct. 19, 2011. Please note: ISE/CHRMS incurs food-ordering costs whether a registrant actually attends or not, which is why we state on our registration materials that there is a payment expected regardless of actual attendance.